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Dear members and friends,
Paul Munter, the Securities and Exchange
Commission’s Acting Chief Accountant,
gave an interesting presentation:

The Critical Importance of the General Standard of Auditor
Independence and an Ethical Culture for the Accounting
Profession
Introduction
High-quality audits are critical to the process of providing decision-useful
financial information for the benefit of investors, and auditors serve an
important gatekeeping and investor protection function by helping to
ensure that issues are promptly identified and addressed.
The Commission has long-recognized that audits by professional, objective,
and skilled accountants that are independent of their audit clients
contribute to both investor protection and investor confidence in the
financial statements.
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As such, the Commission’s auditor independence rule is integral to its
mandate to protect investors and is fundamental for promoting investor
confidence in the quality of financial disclosures.
Rule 2-01 of Regulation S-X sets forth the Commission’s auditor
independence requirements and emphasizes the importance of an
accountant’s independence from its audit client in both fact and
appearance.
We believe that auditor independence is grounded in an understanding of
accounting as a profession rather than an industry, which is critical to
serving the public interest. As a profession, accountants have a
responsibility to the public interest and to act ethically and with integrity in
every professional activity.
Such responsibility includes observance of both the form and spirit of the
Commission’s auditor independence rule, and consideration of the
foundational objective to provide investors with financial statements that
contain reliable and decision-useful financial information.
In this Statement, we discuss:
(1) the critical importance of the auditor independence framework under
Rule 2-01(b) of Regulation S-X (“Rule 2-01(b)” or the “general standard”);
(2) OCA’s approach to auditor independence consultations;
(3) certain recurring issues in recent auditor independence consultations;
and
(4) the paramount importance that accounting firms foster an ethical
culture with respect to auditor independence and fulfil their professional
responsibilities.
The Auditor Independence Framework of Rule 2-01(b) of Regulation S-X
The general standard of Rule 2-01(b) is the heart of the Commission’s
auditor independence rule. This general standard is grounded in the
auditor’s objectivity and impartiality, and is measured by reference to the
reasonable investor standard: “[t]he Commission will not recognize an
accountant as independent, with respect to an audit client, if the
accountant is not, or a reasonable investor with knowledge of all relevant
facts and circumstances would conclude that the accountant is not, capable
of exercising objective and impartial judgment of all issues encompassed
within the accountant’s engagement.”
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The general standard of auditor independence does not end there,
however, but states that when determining whether an accountant is
independent the Commission takes into consideration “all relevant
circumstances, including all relationships between the accountant and the
audit client, and not just those relating to reports filed with the
Commission.”
As described in more detail in our recent statement, the text of Rule 201(b) of Regulation S-X, together with the four guiding principles that the
Commission specified in the introductory text to Rule 2-01, provides a
framework for considering whether an accountant is independent with
respect to an audit client. Those four principles include a consideration as
to whether all the relevant circumstances:
-

Create a mutual or conflicting interest between the accountant and the
audit client;

-

Place the accountant in the position of auditing their own work;

-

Result in the accountant acting as management or an employee of the
audit client; or

-

Place the accountant in a position of being an advocate for the audit
client.

The introductory text of Rule 2-01 goes on to specify that the application of
these four guiding principles may depend on particular facts and
circumstances.
The remainder of the Commission’s auditor independence rule, beginning
in paragraph (c), consists of a non-exclusive list of circumstances that are
plainly inconsistent with the general standard.
However, we caution that accountants, audit firms, registrants, and their
audit committees should never make the mistake of assuming that just
because a particular circumstance is not expressly prohibited in, or
captured by, Rule 2-01(c), their independence analysis is over.
Instead, accountants, audit firms, registrants, and their audit committees
must always assess and approach auditor independence for purposes of
considering, beginning, or continuing an audit engagement under Rule
2‑01(b).
Stated differently, compliance with the prohibitions enumerated in Rule 201(c) is necessary but not sufficient. The general standard requires an
evaluation of auditor independence, including an assessment of
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independence both in fact and appearance from the perspective of a
reasonable investor.
Such a determination cannot be limited to a checklist compliance exercise
under Rule 2-01(c). To reiterate: the general standard of Rule 2-01(b) is the
heart of the Commission’s auditor independence rule, it always applies,
and the Commission investigates and enforces against violations of the
general standard.
We remind audit committees, registrants, and audit firms of the
importance of understanding the applicability of the general standard to all
relevant reporting periods. The Commission’s 2020 amendments to the
independence rule clearly emphasize that compliance with Rule 2-01(b) is
required for all years included in a filing.
OCA’s Approach to Auditor Independence Consultations
Through its long-standing consultation process, OCA staff assist
accountants, registrants, and audit committees with interpretation of, and
compliance with, the Commission’s auditor independence rule.
We believe that this consultation process promotes greater consistency in
the application and interpretation of the Commission’s auditor
independence rule for the benefit of investors.
OCA’s auditor independence consultations provide a mechanism for
accountants, registrants, and audit committees to consult with experienced
and knowledgeable OCA staff for assistance in assessing whether the
auditor is and reasonable investors would believe they are able to act with
objectivity and impartiality for either an existing set of facts or a specific
contemplated circumstance such as a future merger or acquisition
involving known parties.
OCA staff do not, we should clarify, engage in a consultative process on
issues of auditor independence premised on inchoate or unknown facts
that are not describable, or hypothetical circumstances. OCA staff are
available to discuss, on an informal basis, potential circumstances that may
result from a contemplated arrangement or transaction.
To read more: https://www.sec.gov/news/statement/munter-20220608
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Testimony at Hearing before the Subcommittee on Financial
Services and General Government U.S. House Appropriations
Committee
SEC Chair Gary Gensler

Good morning, Chairman Quigley, Ranking Member Womack, and
members of the Subcommittee. I’m honored to appear before you for the
second time as Chair of the Securities and Exchange Commission. It is
good to be here alongside Federal Trade Commission Chair Khan. As is
customary, I’d like to note that my views are my own, and I am not
speaking on behalf of my fellow Commissioners or the SEC staff.
The Gold Standard of Capital Markets
I’d like to open by discussing two key years in economic policymaking:
1933 and 1934.
We were in the midst of the Great Depression. President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt and Congress addressed this crisis through a number of
landmark policies.
Amongst them, in 1933 and 1934, Congress and FDR came together to craft
the first two federal securities laws. These statutes created requirements
and regulations around disclosure, registration, exchanges, and brokerdealers, and established the SEC to oversee the markets.
Additionally, in 1933, President Roosevelt formally suspended the use of
the gold standard. Then, in 1934, the Gold Reserve Act was enacted,
prohibiting government and financial institutions from redeeming dollars
for gold.
Though it takes constant vigilance to protect investors, maintain fair,
orderly and efficient markets, and facilitate capital formation, the U.S. laws
became the gold standard for capital markets around the world.
In other words, in those two key years, one could say we replaced one gold
standard with another gold standard: the securities laws.
The core principles of the securities markets laid out in these statutes were
important for issuers and investors in our domestic markets. I believe they
also contributed to America’s geopolitical standing around the globe.
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We are blessed with the largest and most innovative capital markets in the
world. The U.S. capital markets represent 38 percent of the globe’s capital
markets. This exceeds even our impact on the world’s gross domestic
product, where we hold a 24 percent share.
What’s more, U.S. market participants rely on capital markets more than
market participants in any other country. For example, debt capital
markets account for 80 percent of financing for non-financial corporations
in the U.S. In the rest of the world, by contrast, nearly 80 percent of
lending to such firms comes from banks.
We are the destination of choice for companies seeking to raise money in
both public and private markets. Private capital markets, such as venture
capital, have brought new ideas to market quickly and flexibly.
We can’t take our leadership in capital markets for granted, though.
New financial technologies and business models continue to change the
face of finance for investors and issuers. More retail investors than ever are
accessing our markets. Other countries are developing deep, competitive
capital markets as well, seeking to surpass ours.
Further, market participant incentives, economic cycles, and the nature of
finance itself will constantly challenge even a gold standard. In recent
years, we’ve seen as much — whether the market events of March 2020, the
meme stock-related volatility in early 2021, the speculative crypto markets,
the boom of special purpose acquisition companies (SPACs), or the
collapse of Archegos Capital Management, which we recently charged with
fraud and market manipulation.
What’s more, we are in the midst of uncertain geopolitical events. On top of
that, around the globe, central banks have started to transition from an
accommodating to a tightening policy stance.
Given these trends, I think we should do everything we can to maintain and
enhance that gold standard of the markets.
Maintaining the Gold Standard
There are two broad ways to do that, in my view.
One is to work with the Commission and staff to update our rules for
modern markets and technologies as we execute our mission: to protect
investors, maintain fair, orderly, and efficient markets, and facilitate
capital formation. We must remain vigilant to opportunities to enhance
competition, transparency, fairness, and resiliency.
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The other way — and the main focus of today’s testimony — is to ensure
that the SEC is adequately resourced so we can remain the cop on the beat.
The SEC is deficit-neutral, fully funding ourselves with fees on securities
transactions.
Having worked in finance for decades, I’d long respected the SEC and its
tremendous staff. What I couldn’t fully appreciate is the sheer magnitude
of this agency’s work on a daily basis.
We oversee 24 national securities exchanges, 99 alternative trading
systems, nine credit rating agencies, seven active registered clearing
agencies, five self-regulatory organizations and other external entities.
We look after the accounting and auditing functions of the public markets,
process thousands of periodic filings and registration statements, and work
through thousands of examinations and enforcement actions each year. We
review the disclosures and financial statements of more than 8,200
reporting companies.
Markets don’t stand still. The world isn’t standing still. Our resources can’t
stand still, either.
And yet, as I will detail, our agency has shrunk. When I testified you last
year, the agency had 4 percent fewer staff than it did in 2016; it remains
modestly below where it was in 2016. We can’t shrink when we’re trying to
maintain a gold standard. The best athletes in the world still practice —
generally, even more than their competitors.
Our capital markets are a national treasure. We, at the SEC, must work to
maintain them as the envy of the world. But we can’t do it alone. We need
the help of Congress.
Growth in the Markets
The last five years have been a remarkable time in our $100-trillion capital
markets. Thus, while there are many measures of market activity, by most
objective measures, we should have grown during the past five years.
Instead, the opposite has happened. As our capital markets have grown,
this agency has shrunk.
As just a few examples:
In the past five years, the number of registered entities we oversee has
grown by 12 percent (from 26,000 to 29,000), even though the SEC has
shrunk in that time.
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Since 2016, the number of private funds managed by registered investment
advisers has increased 40 percent, to 50,000.
The amount of data that the SEC processes has swelled by 20 percent
annually for each of the last two years.
Moreover, the highly volatile and speculative crypto marketplace has
mushroomed, attracting tens of millions of American investors and traders.
In 2016, there were an estimated 644 crypto tokens on the worldwide
market. Five years later, that number had gone up more than tenfold.
The volatility in the crypto markets in recent weeks highlights the risks to
the investing public.
Technology is rapidly changing as well. Predictive data analytics, including
machine learning, are increasingly being adopted in finance — from
trading, to asset management, to risk management.
Growing cybersecurity risks have implications for the financial sector,
investors, issuers, and the economy at large.
Beyond that, our responsibilities have grown. Important legislation, such
as the Holding Foreign Companies Accountable Act of 2020 (HFCAA), has
placed additional demands on our resources. Rules implementing certain
mandates of the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010 recently went into effect. Such
mandates, designed to protect investors, often have been unfunded.

Thus, I am pleased to support the President’s Fiscal Year 2023 (FY23)
budget request for SEC operations, totaling $2.149 billion, an 8 percent
increase over FY22. This request would allow us to maintain current
services, add full-time equivalents in critical growth areas, and devote
more resources to technology. This number would support a modest
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growth of (about 6 percent) in full-time equivalents (FTEs) above our
previous peak in FY16, assuming consistent vacancy rates.
This increase would be modest, given the major trends affecting our
markets since 2016. Moreover, to fund our operations, the agency collects
fees on securities transactions at a rate intended to fully offset our
appropriation.
Thanks to the work of the remarkable staff, the SEC has faced the
challenges of limited resources well.
For the SEC to continue to succeed in carrying out our mission, our
personnel level must continue to grow commensurate with the expansion
and complexity in the capital markets around the globe.
To read more: https://www.sec.gov/news/testimony/gensler-testimonyfsgg-subcommittee
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Weak Security Controls and Practices Routinely Exploited for
Initial Access

Cyber actors routinely exploit poor security configurations (either
misconfigured or left unsecured), weak controls, and other poor
cyber hygiene practices to gain initial access or as part of other
tactics to compromise a victim’s system.
This joint Cybersecurity Advisory identifies commonly exploited controls
and practices and includes best practices to mitigate the issues. This
advisory was coauthored by the cybersecurity authorities of the United
States, Canada, New Zealand, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom.
Malicious cyber actors often exploit the following common weak security
controls, poor configurations, and poor security practices to employ the
initial access techniques.
• Multifactor authentication (MFA) is not enforced. MFA, particularly for
remote desktop access, can help prevent account takeovers. With Remote
Desktop Protocol (RDP) as one of the most common infection vector for
ransomware, MFA is a critical tool in mitigating malicious cyber activity.
Do not exclude any user, particularly adminstrators, from an MFA
requirement.
• Incorrectly applied privileges or permissions and errors within access
control lists. These mistakes can prevent the enforcement of access control
rules and could allow unauthorized users or system processes to be granted
access to objects.
• Software is not up to date. Unpatched software may allow an attacker to
exploit publicly known vulnerabilities to gain access to sensitive
information, launch a denial-of-service attack, or take control of a system.
This is one of the most commonly found poor security practices.
• Use of vendor-supplied default configurations or default login usernames
and passwords. Many software and hardware products come “out of the
box” with overly permissive factory default configurations intended to
make the products user-friendly and reduce the troubleshooting time for
customer service. However, leaving these factory default configurations
enabled after installation may provide avenues for an attacker to exploit.
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Network devices are also often preconfigured with default administrator
usernames and passwords to simplify setup. These default credentials are
not secure—they may be physically labeled on the device or even readily
available on the internet.
Leaving these credentials unchanged creates opportunities for malicious
activity, including gaining unauthorized access to information and
installing malicious software.
Network defenders should also be aware that the same considerations
apply for extra software options, which may come with preconfigured
default settings.
• Remote services, such as a virtual private network (VPN), lack sufficient
controls to prevent unauthorized access. During recent years, malicious
threat actors have been observed targeting remote services.
Network defenders can reduce the risk of remote service compromise
by adding access control mechanisms, such as enforcing MFA,
implementing a boundary firewall in front of a VPN, and leveraging
intrusion detection system/intrusion prevention system sensors
to detect anomalous network activity.
• Strong password policies are not implemented. Malicious cyber actors
can use a myriad of methods to exploit weak, leaked, or compromised
passwords and gain unauthorized access to a victim system. Malicious
cyber actors have used this technique in various nefarious acts and
prominently in attacks targeting RDP.
• Cloud services are unprotected. Misconfigured cloud services are
common targets for cyber actors. Poor configurations can allow for
sensitive data theft and even crypto jacking.
• Open ports and misconfigured services are exposed to the internet. This is
one of the most common vulnerability findings. Cyber actors use scanning
tools to detect open ports and often use them as an initial attack vector.
Successful compromise of a service on a host could enable malicious cyber
actors to gain initial access and use other tactics and procedures to
compromise exposed and vulnerable entities. RDP, Server Message Block
(SMB), Telnet, and NetBIOS are high-risk services.
• Failure to detect or block phishing attempts. Cyber actors send emails
with malicious macros—primarily in Microsoft Word documents or Excel
files—to infect computer systems. Initial infection can occur in a variety of
ways, such as when a user opens or clicks a malicious download link, PDF,
or macro-enabled Microsoft Word document included in phishing emails.
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• Poor endpoint detection and response. Cyber actors use obfuscated
malicious scripts and PowerShell attacks to bypass endpoint security
controls and launch attacks on target devices. These techniques can be
difficult to detect and protect against.
MITIGATIONS
Applying the following practices can help organizations strengthen their
network defenses against common exploited weak security controls and
practices.
Control Access
• Adopt a zero-trust security model that eliminates implicit trust in any one
element, node, or service, and instead requires continuous verification of
the operational picture via real-time information from multiple sources to
determine access and other system responses. Zerotrust architecture
enables granular privilege access management and can allow users to be
assigned only the rights required to perform their assigned tasks.
• Limit the ability of a local administrator account to log in from a remote
session (e.g., deny access to this computer from the network) and prevent
access via an RDP session. Additionally, use dedicated administrative
workstations for privileged user sessions to help limit exposure to all
the threats associated with device or user compromise.
• Control who has access to your data and services. Give personnel access
only to the data, rights, and systems they need to perform their job. This
role-based access control, also known as the principle of least priviledge,
should apply to both accounts and physical access.
If a malicious cyber actor gains access, access control can limit the actions
malicious actors can take and can reduce the impact of misconfigurations
and user errors.
Network defenders should also use this role-based access control to limit
the access of service, machine, and functional accounts, as well as the use
of management privileges, to what is necessary. Consider the following
when implementing access control models:
o Ensure that access to data and services is specifically tailored to each
user, with each employee having their own user account.
o Give employees access only to the resources needed to perform their
tasks.
o Change default passwords of equipment and systems upon installation or
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commissioning.
o Ensure there are processes in place for the entry, exit, and internal
movement of employees. Delete unused accounts, and immediately remove
access to data and systems from accounts of exiting employees who no
longer require access. Deactivate service accounts, and activate them only
when maintenance is performed.
• Harden conditional access policies. Review and optimize VPN and access
control rules to manage how users connect to the network and cloud
services.
• Verify that all machines, including cloud-based virtual machine instances
do not have open RDP ports. Place any system with an open RDP port
behind a firewall and require users to use a VPN to access it through the
firewall.
To read more:
https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/sites/default/files/publications/AA22-137AWeak_Security_Controls_and_Practices_Routinely_Exploited_for_Initial
_Access.pdf
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Monetary policy and inflation in times of war
Henry Ohlsson, Deputy Governor of Sveriges Riksbank, at the Uppsala
University

The 2020s could certainly have begun better. Following a pandemic, which
we still haven’t quite seen the end of, another war has broken out in
Europe.
As information now spreads faster than ever before, via news channels and
social media, and as it is a country quite close to us that has been affected,
the war in Ukraine has shaken us more than usual in our safe Swedish
everyday lives. That, at least, is how I feel.
However horrific the war in Ukraine may be, it is not the war as such that I
intended to talk about today, but its economic consequences – and those of
war in general.
After all, it is in the field of economics that I have my comparative
advantages, and as policy-maker at a central bank, monitoring the
economic consequences is, of course, something that is part of my job. I
will focus on the effects on inflation, as they are particularly important for
a central bank.
When major and unusual events such as a war occur, there is no ‘manual’
for how to act as an economic policy decision-maker.
All wars are different – in terms of their scale and duration, their location
and their impact on the world around them. Instead, we must brush up on
our possible knowledge of history and try to see if there are past historical
episodes from which we can learn something for the current situation.
It is of course also important to study the available literature on the
economic consequences of war to see whether it is possible to find common
denominators that can give clues regarding the situation that has arisen.
What I intend to do today is to first briefly review what research literature
has to say about the connection between war and inflation. Then I will look
back at previous episodes when war was associated with rising inflation in
Sweden and draw some conclusions from this.
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Finally, I intend to say something about how I view the current situation
from a monetary policy perspective. As usual, it is my personal views that I
am expressing.
War often leads to inflation
The fact that war and inflation often go hand in hand has been known for a
very long time. Back in 500 BC Sun Tzu, Chinese general and author of a
book on the art of war, observed: “Where the army is, prices are high; when
prices rise the wealth of the people is exhausted.”
What this refers to is, of course, that an army of perhaps tens of thousands
of soldiers requires a lot of resources just to stay alive and these can be
difficult to raise in a geographically restricted area.
Demand simply rises in relation to the available supply of food and other
necessities, and this causes inflation to rise. If, as has often been the case
throughout history, the army supports itself by looting, it may be able to
survive for a while, but for the civilian population, prices will rise because
supply decreases.
Of course, an army could not survive indefinitely in one place, because
resources sooner or later run out. In his book “Ofredsår” (“Years of
Trouble”), Peter Englund has likened the Swedish army during the Thirty
Years’ War to a shark that must be constantly on the move to avoid
succumbing.
Once a war had started, the armies of the time lived partly their own lives,
separated from the state, and largely organised their own supplies,
especially of course during campaigns abroad. Inflation therefore increased
more locally depending on where the armies happened to be, as a result of
the demand for food and other necessities exceeding supply.
Rising demand and printing money
When a country rearms and fights a war, inflation can also rise in the
whole economy for the same reason, that is, demand rises in relation to
supply.
A sharp increase in public expenditure as a result of rearmament or war
effort increases capacity utilisation in the economy and can therefore lead
to higher inflation.
In connection with the Second World War, the US economy approached
full capacity utilisation, which contributed to a rise in inflation. Some
economists argue that it was the US rearmament in connection with the
war that finally put an end to the 1930s depression.
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The way in which a rearmament or war is financed is also of great
importance to the way in which inflation develops. The financing can entail
increasing taxes or decreasing expenditures other than military, by raising
loans or by making the central bank print more money. If a war is financed
by increasing taxes or decreasing other expenditure, public purchasing
power will be reduced.
This counteracts the inflationary effect of increased public expenditure. At
the same time, tax financing may be politically difficult to implement. In
the short term, the politically easiest way of financing war, but in the
longer term perhaps the most harmful, is through the printing of money, as
this almost inevitably results in higher inflation.
A fairly large share of the literature on the effects of war on inflation is
about the financing of war. A review of the effects on inflation of the United
States’ wars from the American Revolution to the First Gulf War shows
that when the US has been involved in more limited wars, they have
usually been financed through higher taxes or increased borrowing or a
combination of these.
However, in the case of major wars, the point where these two methods of
financing have been considered exhausted has often been reached, and the
government therefore turned to the printing press. The result has often
been a considerably higher inflation rate.
The two world wars are examples of this. After a war, sovereign debt has
often increased considerably. At the same time, it may be difficult to raise
tax revenue in the same way as before the war.
This may be because the political situation has become more unstable or
the economy's production capacity has declined. In such a situation, there
may be a great temptation for a government to try to alleviate the situation
by using the printing press to finance current expenditure and pay off the
loans.
Difficulties in generating sufficient tax revenues are considered to be an
important explanation for the high inflation in countries such as Germany,
Austria, Hungary, Poland and Russia after the First World War and also for
the highest rate of hyperinflation in the modern age, that in Hungary in
1945- 1946. According to some estimates, prices at their fastest then
doubled in fifteen hours.
To read more:
https://www.riksbank.se/globalassets/media/tal/engelska/ohlsson/2022/
ohlsson---monetary-policy-and-inflation-in-times-of-war.pdf
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'Sharing my screen cost me £48,000' – half of investors would
miss signs of screen sharing scam as FCA warns of 86% increase

With over £25 million lost so far, the FCA launches its latest ScamSmart
campaign aimed at raising awareness of increasingly sophisticated
investment scam tactics:
-

A 59-year-old woman lost £48,000 as scammers used screen sharing
software to take over her computer and access her banking history.

-

Her case is one of 2,142 the FCA has seen since July 2020, with over
£25 million lost between 1 January 2021 and 31 March 2022 and
victims ranging from 18 to over 70.

-

The FCA’s latest ScamSmart campaign aims to raise awareness of these
tactics and help investors spot the warning signs by checking its
Warning List.

-

Its research shows 51% of investors would check the FCA’s Warning
List before making an investment – but 47% would not see a request to
use software or an app to access their device as a red flag.

New research from the FCA has found that nearly half (47%) of investors
would fail to identify a screen sharing scam, as it reveals an increase of
86% in cases in one year, with 2,014 cases and over £25 million in loses.
In one case, a 59-year-old who was persuaded to download remote desktop
software to secure an investment, lost over £48,000 while scammers
accessed her banking details, her pension, and applied for loans on her
behalf.
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Angela Underhill clicked on an advertisement for bitcoin and received a
call from individuals claiming to be financial advisers. Offering to complete
the first investment for her, they asked her to download the ‘AnyDesk’
platform, which then gave the scammers open access to all the financial
details on her computer.
Her case is just one of thousands the FCA has seen reported to its
Consumer Helpline. Using platforms including Teams, TeamViewer and
Zoom, screen sharing scams not only involve consumers sharing their
financial data – but scammers have also been able to embed themselves in
victims’ digital devices to access online banking and investment details.
To understand what might be influencing potential victims, the FCA
surveyed 2,000 investors from the ages of 18 to 55+.
The results showed that 51% of would-be investors would check if a
company appears on the FCA’s Warning List when deciding if an
investment opportunity is legitimate.
The FCA’s Warning List is a list of firms that are not authorised or
registered by the FCA, and are known to be running scams.
However, of the 91% who said they would never share their PIN with a
stranger, 85% would not think a request by a website to use or download
software as a warning sign that someone was seeking to gain illegal access
to personal information on your device.
Likewise, while 88% said they would check if their investments were
offered or sold by FCA firms , 10% of these people would still trust their gut
instinct with an investment opportunity from someone they didn’t know
without making proper checks, like ensuring the firm or the financial
promotion is properly authorised.
With the pandemic increasing use of video conferencing and remote
platforms to both work and socialise, scammers are taking advantage of a
growing familiarity with requests for screen sharing.
Although older respondents admitted needing more help with technology,
younger investors are not immune: a quarter (26%) of those aged 18-34
would agree to screensharing their online banking or investment portal
with someone they had not met.
Mark Steward, Executive Director of Enforcement and Market Oversight,
FCA, said: 'Investment scams can happen over many months, but sharing
your screen without making the proper checks can change everything in an
instant. Once scammers gain to your screen, they have complete control.
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That means access to your sensitive banking and investment information,
the freedom to browse at their leisure, and the ability to take whatever
details they want.
It can affect any investor, no matter how experienced. It’s incredibly
difficult to get money back once lost in this way, but there are ways to
protect yourself: don’t share your screen with anyone, as legitimate firms
will not ask you to do this and check out our Scamsmart website for advice
on how to avoid being scammed.'
The research also revealed other factors which might tempt investors to
make a snap decision: 23% said they would be encouraged if the person
they were speaking to appeared knowledgeable about investing; 17% said
the possibility of securing better returns than elsewhere, and 14% would be
encouraged if that person appeared to be successful – with displays of
wealth.
The FCA is calling on all investors to be ScamSmart and check the advice
on our Scamsmart website, including our Warning List before making any
investment decisions.
This will help identify any firms that are actively running scams, or flag to
investors where additional research is needed.
If you deal with an unauthorised firm, you will not be covered by the
Financial Ombudsman Service or Financial Services Compensation
Scheme (FSCS) if things go wrong.
There are three important questions to ask to protect yourself from these
scams:
1. Have you checked the FCA’s Scamsmart wesbite and Warning List? This
will help you to avoid being scammed and show you whether or not the
firm you are dealing with is registered, or known to be suspicious.
2. Are you being asked to download anything new? Your bank will never
need to access your screen to view your information, so someone asking
you to do this is a clear warning sign.
3. Have you navigated away from your banking, or investment platform?
Anything that takes you away from your banking or investment app, and
through a search engine, increases the risk of coming across a fraudulent
number or link.
To read more: https://www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/investorsmiss-screen-sharing-scam-signs
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In hot pursuit of ‘cryware’: Defending hot wallets from attacks
Microsoft 365 Defender Research Team

The steep rise in cryptocurrency market capitalization, not surprisingly,
mirrors a marked increase in threats and attacks that target or leverage
cryptocurrencies. But Microsoft researchers are observing an even more
interesting trend: the evolution of related malware and their techniques,
and the emergence of a threat type we’re referring to as cryware.
Cryware are information stealers that collect and exfiltrate data directly
from non-custodial cryptocurrency wallets, also known as hot wallets.
Because hot wallets, unlike custodial wallets, are stored locally on a device
and provide easier access to cryptographic keys needed to perform
transactions, more and more threats are targeting them.
Cryware signifies a shift in the use of cryptocurrencies in attacks: no longer
as a means to an end but the end itself. Before cryware, the role of
cryptocurrencies in an attack or the attack stage where they figured varied
depending on the attacker’s overall intent.
For example, some ransomware campaigns prefer cryptocurrency as a
ransom payment. However, that requires the target user to manually do
the transfer.
Meanwhile, cryptojackers—one of the prevalent cryptocurrency-related
malware—do try to mine cryptocurrencies on their own, but such a
technique is heavily dependent on the target device’s resources and
capabilities.
With cryware, attackers who gain access to hot wallet data can use it to
quickly transfer the target’s cryptocurrencies to their own wallets.
Unfortunately for the users, such theft is irreversible: blockchain
transactions are final even if they were made without a user’s consent or
knowledge. In addition, unlike credit cards and other financial
transactions, there are currently no available mechanisms that could help
reverse fraudulent cryptocurrency transactions or protect users from such.
To find hot wallet data such as private keys, seed phrases, and wallet
addresses, attackers could use regular expressions (regexes), given how
these typically follow a pattern of words or characters. These patterns are
then implemented in cryware, thus automating the process.
The attack types and techniques that attempt to steal these wallet data
include clipping and switching, memory dumping, phishing, and scams.
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As cryptocurrency investing continues to trickle to wider audiences, users
should be aware of the different ways attackers attempt to compromise hot
wallets.
They also need to protect these wallets and their devices using security
solutions like Microsoft Defender Antivirus, which detects and blocks
cryware and other malicious files, and Microsoft Defender SmartScreen,
which blocks access to cryware-related websites.
For organizations, data and signals from these solutions also feed into
Microsoft 365 Defender, which provides comprehensive and coordinated
defense against threats—including those that could be introduced into their
networks through user-owned devices or non-work-related applications.
In this blog, we provide details of the different attack surfaces targeting hot
wallets. We also offer best practice recommendations that help secure
cryptocurrency transactions.
The emergence and boom of cryptocurrency allowed existing threats to
evolve their techniques to target or abuse cryptocurrency tokens. The
threats that currently leverage cryptocurrency include:
-

Cryptojackers. One of the threat types that surfaced and thrived since
the introduction of cryptocurrency, cryptojackers are mining malware
that hijacks and consumes a target’s device resources for the former’s
gain and without the latter’s knowledge or consent. Based on our threat
data, we saw millions of cryptojacker encounters in the last year.

-

Ransomware. Some threat actors prefer cryptocurrency for ransom
payments because it provides transaction anonymity, thus reducing the
chances of being discovered.

-

Password and info stealers. Apart from sign-in credentials, system
information, and keystrokes, many info stealers are now adding hot
wallet data to the list of information they search for and exfiltrate.

-

ClipBanker trojans. Another type of info stealer, this malware checks
the user’s clipboard and steals banking information or other sensitive
data a user copies. ClipBanker trojans are also now expanding their
monitoring to include cryptocurrency addresses.

The increasing popularity of cryptocurrency has also led to the emergence
of cryware like Mars Stealer and RedLine Stealer. These threats aim to
steal cryptocurrencies through wallet data theft, clipboard manipulation,
phishing and scams, or even misleading smart contracts.
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For example, RedLine has even been used as a component in larger threat
campaigns. The graph below illustrates the increasing trend in unique
cryware file encounters Microsoft Defender for Endpoint has detected in
the last year alone.
Cryware could cause severe financial impact because transactions can’t be
changed once they’re added to the blockchain. As mentioned earlier, there
also are currently no support systems that could help recover stolen
cryptocurrency funds.
For example, in 2021, a user posted about how they lost USD78,000 worth
of Ethereum because they stored their wallet seed phrase in an insecure
location. An attacker likely gained access to the target’s device and installed
cryware that discovered the sensitive data. Once this data was
compromised, the attacker would’ve been able to empty the targeted
wallet.
With the growing popularity of cryptocurrency, the impact of cryware
threats have become more significant. We’ve already observed campaigns
that previously deployed ransomware now using cryware to steal
cryptocurrency funds directly from a targeted device.
While not all devices have hot wallets installed on them—especially in
enterprise networks—we expect this to change as more companies
transition or move part of their assets to the cryptocurrency space.
Users and organizations must therefore learn how to protect their hot
wallets to ensure their cryptocurrencies don’t end up in someone else’s
pockets.
Hot wallet attack surfaces
To better protect their hot wallets, users must first understand the different
attack surfaces that cryware and related threats commonly take advantage
of.
Hot wallet data
During the creation of a new hot wallet, the user is given the following
wallet data:
-

Private key. The key that’s required to access the hot wallet, sign or
authorize transactions, and send cryptocurrencies to other wallet
addresses.

-

Seed phrase. A mnemonic phrase is a human-readable representation
of the private key. It’s another form of a private key that’s easier to
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remember. Bitcoin Improvement Proposal: 39 (BIP39) is currently the
most common standard used to generate seed phrases consisting of 1214 words (from a predefined list of 2,048).
-

Public key. The public address of the wallet that users must enter as the
destination address when sending funds to other wallets.

-

Wallet password (optional). A standard user account password that
some wallet applications offer as an additional protection layer.

Attackers try to identify and exfiltrate sensitive wallet data from a target
device because once they have located the private key or seed phrase, they
could create a new transaction and send the funds from inside the target’s
wallet to an address they own.
This transaction is then published to the blockchain of the cryptocurrency
of the funds contained in the wallet. Once this action is completed, the
target won’t be able to retrieve their funds as blockchains are immutable
(unchangeable) by definition.
To locate and identify sensitive wallet data, attackers could use regexes,
which are strings of characters and symbols that can be written to match
certain text patterns.
Cryware attack scenarios and examples
Once sensitive wallet data has been identified, attackers could use various
techniques to obtain them or use them to their advantage. Below are some
examples of the different cryware attack scenarios we’ve observed.
Clipping and switching
In clipping and switching, a cryware monitors the contents of a user’s
clipboard and uses string search patterns to look for and identify a string
resembling a hot wallet address.
If the target user pastes or uses CTRL + V into an application window, the
cryware replaces the object in the clipboard with the attacker’s address.
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To read more: https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2022/05/17/inhot-pursuit-of-cryware-defending-hot-wallets-from-attacks/
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Regulation and Supervision of Fintech: Considerations for
EMDE Policymakers
Fintech is transforming the global financial landscape. It is creating new
opportunities to advance financial inclusion and development in
Emerging Markets and Developing Economies (EMDEs), but also
presents risks that require updated supervision policy frameworks.
Fintech encompasses new financial digital products and services
enabled by new technologies and policies.
Although technology has long played a key role in finance, recent fintech
developments are generating disruptive innovation in data collection, processing,
and analytics.
They are helping to introduce new relationship models and distribution channels
that challenge traditional ways of finance, while creating
additional risks.
While most of these risks are not new, their effects and the way they materialize
and spread across the system are not yet fully understood, posing new challenges
to regulators and supervisors.
For example, operational risk, especially cyber risk, is amplified as increasing
numbers of customers access the financial network on a 24/7 basis. Likewise,
increased reliance by financial firms on third parties for provision of digital
services, such as cloud computing, may lead to new forms of systemic risks and
concentration on new dominant unregulated players such as big tech firms.
This note aims to provide EMDE regulators and supervisors with high-level
guidance on how to approach the regulating and supervising of fintech, and
more specific advice on a few topics. Preserving the stability, safety, and
integrity of the financial system requires increased attention to competition and
ensuring a level playing field and to emerging data privacy risks.
As a general principle, policy response should be proportionate to risks posed by
the fintech activity and its provider. While striking the right balance can be
challenging in the absence of global standards, the IMF-World Bank Bali Fintech
Agenda (BFA), along with guidance by Standard Setting Bodies, provides a good
framework for reference.
A sound policy design must start with assessment of the fintech landscape, its
risks and regulatory gaps. Simplicity and pragmatism—for example combining
simple regulations with supervisory judgment—increases the odds of successful
policy.
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In practice, this will mean different things, depending on local context. In many
cases, a clarification or review of existing frameworks will be sufficient and is
easily done through enhanced supervisory guidance.
In others, a full regulatory overhaul might be required. In some systems, an
activities-based, technology-neutral approach, based on the function of the
financial service can help balance stability and innovation goals.
In others, a combined approach, taking into account the activity and the entity,
might be necessary to ensure financial stability.
In any case, there needs to be clear definition of which activities are under the
regulatory perimeter and which requirements apply, including the need for
licenses.
Some fintech activities will require licences with integrity (AML/CFT) and
conduct requirements. The introduction of data protection provisions in licensing
frameworks is common. Activities that could potentially pose risks to stability
should face prudential requirements.
Competition and inclusion objectives will become more relevant from a
financial policy view, given the growing interdependencies and trade-offs with
core priority mandates of preserving stability, integrity, and safety of the
financial sector.
The multiplicity of new entrants and the potential for dominant players (for
example, incumbents, big tech firms, platforms) and first movers (for example,
M-Pesa) to create barriers and generate distortions has led to an increased
recognition of the strong links between inclusion, competition, and financial
stability.
Indeed, a targeted participation by financial service authorities in competition
policy matters is increasingly being observed in EMDEs. The potential role of
prudential and conduct regulation in mitigating barriers to market access and
reining in abusive dominant practices should not be understated.
Cooperation, both interagency and cross-border, can help in the design and
implementation of a sound supervisory response to fintech, which can be
particularly challenging for EMDE countries suffering from supervisory
capacity constraints or juggling competing policy priorities.
An effective supervisory function for fintech activities is as essential
as an appropriate regulatory regime. Supervisory processes and methods may
need significant changes.
Supervisors’ knowledge, skills, and tools should keep pace with the speed of
innovation and related risks, including cyber threats.
Building proper expertise is crucial and suptech and regtech solutions could be
excellent catalysts for this. Fintech is cross-sectoral and cross-country, making
cooperation among agencies at the national and international levels essential for
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sound supervision.
To read more (please choose download full report) at:
https://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/fintech-and-the-future-of-finance
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What Does Digital Money Mean for Emerging Market and
Developing Economies?
Physical cash and commercial bank money are dominant vehicles for retail
payments around the world, including in emerging market and developing
economies (EMDEs).
Yet payments in EMDEs are marked by several key deficiencies—such as
lack of universal access to transaction accounts, widespread informality,
limited competition, and high costs, particularly for cross-border
payments.
Digital money seeks to address these deficiencies.
This note categorizes new digital money proposals. These include cryptoassets, stablecoins, and central bank digital currencies (CBDCs). It assesses
the supply and demand factors that may determine in which countries
these innovations are more likely to be adopted.
It lays out particular policy challenges for authorities in EMDEs. Finally, it
compares these with digital innovations such as mobile money, retail fastpayment systems, new products by incumbent financial institutions, and
new entrants such as specialized cross-border money-transfer operators.
Proposals for global stablecoins have put a much-needed spotlight on
deficiencies in financial inclusion, and in cross-border payments and
remittances in EMDEs. Yet stablecoin initiatives are no panacea.
While they may achieve adoption in certain EMDEs, they may also pose
particular development, macroeconomic, and cross-border challenges for
these countries and have not been tested at scale.
Several EMDE authorities are weighing the potential costs and benefits
of CBDCs. We argue that the distinction between token-based and accountbased money matters less than the distinction between central bank and
non-central bank money.
Fast-moving fintech innovations that are built on, or improve existing
financial plumbing, may address many of the issues in EMDEs that both
private stablecoins and CBDCs aim to tackle.
Introduction
From the ancient Indian rupya, to cacao beans in the Aztec empire, to the
first paper money in China, money and payments have been evolving for
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centuries. The countries that are today called emerging market and
developing economies (EMDEs), which collectively make up 84 percent of
the world’s population but only 37 percent of GDP at current prices, are no
exception.
In recent decades, physical cash and claims on commercial banks
(deposits) have become the main vehicles for retail payments around the
world (Bech et al., 2018). Compared to physical cash, commercial bank
money provides more safety, enables remote transactions, and allows
banks to extend other useful financial services, This may ultimately benefit
economic efficiency and enhance economic policy oversight (Listfield and
Montes-Negret, 1994).
Yet for retail users, especially in EMDEs, commercial bank money poses at
least three key challenges.

First, it requires a bank account—access to which is rising (figure 1, lefthand panel) but is still far from universal. The poor often lack the proper
documentation to comply with banks’ customer due diligence (CDD)
requirements.
In some cases, they live too far from a bank branch, or find the
maintenance costs or minimum balances too onerous. E-money, which
can be seen as a variant of commercial bank money, seeks to address these
challenges.
Together with simplified CDD and networks of agents, e-money has
improved access to transaction services. Still, in countries where bank
accounts and e-money have not reached universal levels, the poor rely
heavily on cash.
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This reliance on cash helps perpetuate informality, also known as the
shadow economy—economic activities hidden from authorities for
monetary, regulatory, and institutional reasons (Medina and Schneider,
2019).
Indeed, informality is higher in countries with lower use of digital
payments like bank accounts and e-money (figure 1, right-hand panel).
To read more (please choose download full report) at:
https://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/fintech-and-the-future-offinance
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Remarks to the Boston Conference on Cyber Security 2022
Christopher Wray, Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation

Introduction
It’s good to be back here at BC, particularly since I couldn’t participate in
the virtual conference last year. In fact, the last time I was able to
participate was in March 2020, right before everything went into
lockdown. It’s pretty incredible how quickly our lives—work, school, social
events —shifted to being online.
I can’t say I was a fan of shifting from interacting with my staff around a
conference table to seeing a fair number of folks show up only on screen,
usually from elsewhere in the building.
It worked, sort of. But I’m glad we’ve been able to go back to meeting in
person. For the FBI, a lot of our work is hard to accomplish online. We
work with a lot of classified information that can’t go home, and we
certainly can’t conduct crime scene investigations remotely.
But I recognize that we’re fairly unique, and a lot of businesses have been
able to cut costs by keeping employees at home instead of leasing office
spaces.
So, it’s clear that our world and our society are not just going back to where
we were two-and-a-half years ago. And people are going to continue to take
advantage of the connectivity that cyberspace provides.
But, at the same time, the shift of our personal and professional lives even
more online has created new vulnerabilities. And malicious cyber actors
are going to continue to take advantage of people and networks.
That includes cybercriminals holding data for ransom and nation states
like China stealing defense and industrial secrets.
And lately, that’s included Russia trying to influence what happens in the
ground war they started—by threatening attacks against the West in
cyberspace.
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I think, if we’re going to address cyber security properly, we’ve got to talk
about how we’re responding to each of those threats.
We’ve got to hold the line on multiple fronts—all at once—to help people
and businesses protect themselves, to support victims, and to inflict costs
on criminals.
And we can’t let up on China or Iran or criminal syndicates while we’re
focused on Russia. So that’s what we’re doing, taking on all these threats
and shifting resources quickly to respond.
And I think it’s worth covering some of those threats with you today.
Russia
I do want to start with Russia because we’re laser focused on them right
now.
I’m not breaking any new ground or compromising any intelligence sources
by saying they’ve been absolutely reckless on the battlefield. They really
don’t care who they hurt—civilians, noncombatants, women, children. And
their recklessness with human lives carries over into how they act in
cyberspace.
Of course, that’s not new. In 2017, the Russian military used the NotPetya
malware to hit Ukrainian critical infrastructure. The attack was supposed
to look like a criminal heist but was actually designed to destroy any
systems it infected.
They targeted Ukraine but ended up also hitting systems throughout
Europe, plus the U.S. and Australia, and even some systems within their
own borders. They shut down a big chunk of global logistics.
That reckless attack ended up causing more than 10 billion dollars in
damages—one of the most damaging cyberattacks in the history of
cyberattacks—and spread world-wide before anyone knew to do anything.
Now, in Ukraine, we see them again launching destructive attacks, using
tools like wiper malware. And we’re watching for their cyber activities to
become more destructive as the war keeps going poorly for them.
At the FBI, we’re on what I’d call combat tempo.
We’ve got a 24/7 cyber command post running, and we've been pushing
out intelligence products and technical indicators—not just to government
partners, but also to private companies and others.
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We’ve seen the Russian government taking specific preparatory steps
towards potential destructive attacks, here and abroad. We’re racing out to
potential targets to warn them about the looming threat, giving them
technical indicators they can use to protect themselves. And we’re moving
rapidly to disrupt Russian activity.
Russia/WatchGuard
Just this April, the FBI disrupted a botnet that the Russian GRU
intelligence service had created and could have used to obfuscate malicious
and damaging cyber activity.
This is the same Russian agency behind NotPetya and that attacked the
Ukrainian electric grid in 2015, attacked the Winter Olympics and
Paralympics in 2018, and conducted attacks against Georgia in 2019.
The GRU’s Sandworm team had implanted Cyclops Blink malware on
ASUS home routers and Firebox devices, which are firewall devices
produced by WatchGuard Technologies and largely used by small to
medium businesses.
By infecting and controlling thousands of these devices worldwide, the
GRU could string them together to use their computing power in a way that
would hide who was really running the network.
This past November, we alerted WatchGuard about the malware targeting
their devices, and we collaborated with CISA and WatchGuard on
mitigation.
We collected additional malware samples from U.S. victims, while
WatchGuard developed mitigation tools.
We reverse-engineered the malware samples and developed a sophisticated
technical operation to sever the GRU’s ability to communicate with the
botnet’s command-and-control layer.
And in March, we executed the operation and successfully cut their ability
to control the botnet.
We removed malware from the “Firebox” devices—used by small
businesses for network security all over the world—and then shut the door
the Russians had used to access them.
Clearly, that’s not the only threat coming out of Russia, and we’re certainly
not resting on our laurels. But that was a pretty solid hit against Russian
intelligence. And it shows that we can do quite a bit to counter threats and
help companies hit by threats like that posed by the Russian government.
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Reminders and Lessons
As I mentioned earlier, even while we’re at full tilt against Russian cyber
threats, we’re also countering other nation-state and criminal cyber actors.
So we’re particularly attuned to lessons from the Ukraine conflict that
apply more broadly.
We’re not the only ones. We know that China is studying the Ukraine
conflict intently. They’re trying to figure out how to improve their own
capabilities to deter or hurt us in connection with an assault on Taiwan.
So, take for example the blended threat where we see Russia—like China,
Iran, and sometimes other nation states—essentially hiring cyber
criminals, in effect cyber mercenaries.
We see Russian cyber criminals explicitly supporting, and taking actions to
assist, the Russian government, as well as some just taking advantage of
the very permissive operating environment that exists in Russia.
In some instances, we also see Russian intelligence officers, moonlighting,
making money on the side, through cybercrime or using cybercriminal
tools to conduct state-sponsored attacks because they think it gives them
some plausible deniability or will hide who's behind it.
So one key question for us today is, when do criminal actors become agents
of their host nation?
Does money have to change hands, or is publicly pledging support to a
foreign government enough?
We are realizing the value of our accumulated investigative work, with our
partners, against all manner of Russian cyber threats. That work has
established connections, motives, and tactics among Russian hackers
before the current crisis.
It gives us a basis for potentially holding the Russian government
accountable for the actions of a Russian ransomware gang. Because we’ve
been able to show that their government sometimes supports, uses, and
protects, cybercriminals.
A second thing we’re thinking about is the speed and scope of attribution.
How do we balance the need for speed, to get to an operational level of
attribution, supporting actions we or our partners need to take next,
against specificity?
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It won’t surprise you to learn that we can figure out which country is
responsible for something, or even which specific intel service, faster than
we can identify which individual was sitting at the keyboard.
For victims, we’re helping as we respond to malicious cyber activity in this
kinetic, destructive context, we’ve found that speed trumps pretty much
everything else. It’s more important for us to get to their doorstep in an
hour than it is to tell them whether we’re looking at nation-state cyber
activity or cyber criminals.
But it’s also important to keep marching toward more-specific attribution
even while we hand off defensive information before we build the full
picture of who’s responsible. Because for the broader government’s
response calculations—for us to meaningfully degrade, disrupt, and deter a
cyber adversary—we often need to be a lot more specific about who’s
responsible.
A third lesson, or really a reminder, from this conflict with broad
application: When it comes to the threat of destructive attack, the
adversary’s access is the problem.
This is something we’ve talked about a lot, but that has acquired
heightened resonance lately. Russia has, for years and years, been trying to
infiltrate companies to steal information.
In the course of doing so, they’ve gained illicit access to probably
thousands of U.S. companies, including critical infrastructure. Just look at
the scope of their Solar Winds campaign.
They can use the same accesses they gained for collection and intelligence
purposes to do something intentionally destructive. It’s often not much
more than a question of desire.
That’s why, when it comes to Russia today, we’re focused on acting as early,
as far “left of boom,” as we can against the threat.
That is, launching our operations when we see the Russians researching
targets, scanning, trying to gain an initial foothold on the network, not
when we see them later exhibit behavior that looks potentially destructive.
As broad as Russia’s potential cyber accesses across the country may be,
they pale in comparison to China’s.
So the same reminder that this conflict has given the community about the
urgency of battling adversaries at the point of access, or earlier, applies in
spades when we think about how to defend against the Chinese Communist
Party’s potential aggression toward Taiwan.
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We need to study what’s going on with Russia and learn from it because
we’re clearly not the only ones paying attention.
China
Now, China is clearly a very different threat than Russia. The Chinese
government is methodical, hacking in support of long-term economic
goals.
And China operates on a scale Russia doesn’t come close to. They’ve got a
bigger hacking program than all other major nations combined. They’ve
stolen more American personal and corporate data than all nations
combined. And they’re showing no sign of tempering their ambition and
aggression.
Even their hacks that may seem noisy and reckless actually fit into a longterm, strategic plan to undermine U.S. national and economic security.
China’s economy also gives it leverage and tools, sway over companies, that
Russia lacks. For many U.S. and foreign companies doing business in
China, or looking to, the cost effectively amounts to a blanket consent to
state surveillance in the name of security—at best.
At worst, they’ve got to accept the risk that their sensitive information may
be co-opted to serve Beijing’s geopolitical goals.
In 2020, we became aware that some U.S. companies operating in China
were being targeted through Chinese government-mandated tax software.
The businesses were required to use certain government-sanctioned
software to comply with the value-added tax system and other Chinese
laws.
A number of U.S. companies then discovered that malware was delivered
into their networks through this software. So, by complying with Chinese
laws for conducting lawful business in China, they ended up with
backdoors into their systems that enabled access into what should be
private networks.
That’s just one example of how the Chinese government is pursuing their
goal to lie, cheat, and steal their way into global domination of technology
sectors. It’s really a whole-of-government operation to steal research and
proprietary secrets from U.S. companies and then undercut prices on the
global market. So that companies that play by the rules can’t compete.
That effort is not limited to cyber. Heck, we’ve caught Chinese agents out in
the heartland of the U.S. targeting our agricultural innovation, sneaking
into fields to dig up proprietary, experimental, genetically modified seeds.
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But China’s other means of stealing technology—things like human spies,
corporate transactions—often run in concert with, and even in service of,
its cyber program. Like when the MSS recently used a human agent on the
inside to enable hackers in mainland China to penetrate GE Aviation’s joint
venture partner and steal proprietary engine technology.
The Chinese government sees cyber as the pathway to cheat and steal on a
massive scale. In March 2021, Microsoft and other U.S. tech and
cybersecurity companies disclosed some previously unknown
vulnerabilities targeting Microsoft Exchange Server software.
The hackers, operating out of China, had compromised more than 10,000
U.S. networks, moving quickly and irresponsibly to do so prior to the
public disclosure of the vulnerabilities. Through our private sector
partnerships, we identified the vulnerable machines.
And learned the hackers had implanted webshells—malicious code that
created a backdoor and gave them continued remote access to the victims’
networks. So, we pushed out a joint advisory with CISA to give network
defenders the technical information they needed to disrupt the threat and
eliminate those backdoors.
But some system owners weren’t able to remove the webshells themselves,
which meant their networks remained vulnerable. So, we executed a
surgical, court-authorized operation, copying and removing the harmful
code from hundreds of vulnerable computers.
Those backdoors the Chinese government hackers had propped open?
We slammed them shut, so the cyber actors could no longer use them to
access victim networks. So, while that’s another win we can celebrate, it is
also a stark reminder that the Chinese government remains a prolific and
effective cyber espionage threat.
Iran and Boston Children’s Hospital
And China and Russia aren’t the only nation states exhibiting malicious
behavior on the international stage. Iran and North Korea also continue to
carry out sophisticated intrusions targeting U.S. victims.
In fact, in the summer of 2021, hackers sponsored by the Iranian
government tried to conduct one of the most despicable cyberattacks I’ve
seen—right here in Boston—when they decided to go after Boston
Children’s Hospital.
Let me repeat that, Boston Children’s Hospital.
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We got a report from one of our intelligence partners indicating Boston
Children’s was about to be targeted. And, understanding the urgency of the
situation, the cyber squad in our Boston Field Office raced to notify the
hospital.
Our folks got the hospital’s team the information they needed to stop the
danger right away. We were able to help them ID and then mitigate the
threat.
And quick actions by everyone involved, especially at the hospital,
protected both the network and the sick kids who depend on it.
It’s a great example of why we deploy in the field the way we do, enabling
that kind of immediate, before-catastrophe-strikes response.
Ransomware
Unfortunately, hospitals these days—and many other providers of critical
infrastructure—have even more to worry about than Iranian government
hackers.
If malicious cyber actors are going to purposefully cause destruction or are
going to hold data and systems for ransom, they tend to hit us somewhere
that’s going to hurt. That’s why we’ve increasingly seen cybercriminals
using ransomware against U.S. critical infrastructure sectors.
In 2021, we saw ransomware incidents against 14 of the 16 U.S. critical
infrastructure sectors, including healthcare, but also many of the other
things we depend on.
Ransomware gangs love to go after things we can’t do without.
We’ve seen them compromise networks for oil and gas pipelines, grade
schools, 9-1-1 call centers. They also go after local governments.
The FBI cyber team here in Boston, for example, last May uncovered
important indicators of compromise for the Avaddon ransomware strain.
Avaddon was one of the most prolific ransomware variants in the world at
the time. Our folks quickly published what they found to warn the public.
And just two days after that, a local police department in the Southwest
told FBI Boston that they’d seen some of those indicators of compromise
we published—newly identified malicious IP addresses—connecting to the
department’s network.
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The police department was able to use our Boston Division’s information to
stop Avaddon from infecting their network.
So, that’s our folks here helping out a city on the other side of the country
and a lot of other potential victims nationwide, but also a reminder of the
kind of damage ransomware groups are able and willing to inflict.
Lessons Learned from Disrupting Hackers
Hopefully, as you listen, you’ve been gleaning a bit about our focus. We aim
to stop attacks, and degrade actors, as early as we can.
It’s worth taking a few minutes to think about what we’ve learned from the
operations of the past couple of years, as more and more of society has
moved online, and as cyberattacks and intrusions have accelerated.
For one, we’ve learned that in cyber, as with other parts of our work
countering criminal organizations, we can impose costs on cybercriminals
by focusing on three things: the people, their infrastructure, and their
money. We make the most durable impact when we disrupt all three
together and when we set aside who gets credit and just equip the best
athlete with the information they need to take action.
First: To go after the people, we work with like-minded countries to
identify who’s responsible for the most damaging ransomware schemes
and take them out of the game. That may mean arresting and extraditing
them to the U.S. to face justice. Or it may mean prosecution by a foreign
partner.
Crucially, we cast a broad net, going after everyone from the ransomware
administrators building the malware, to affiliates deploying it, to the
hosting providers and money launderers making the criminal enterprise
possible.
Second: Simultaneously, taking down cybercriminals’ technical
infrastructure disrupts their operations.
For instance, last year, the FBI led an international operation that seized
control of a botnet called Emotet, consisting of tens of thousands of
infected computers, which had been used in a range of cybercrime schemes
including ransomware.
And that Russian botnet we just disrupted in March is another great
example of how we can take infrastructure offline before it causes damage.
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Third: By going after their money, when we seize virtual wallets and return
stolen funds, we hit them where it hurts, taking resources away from the
bad guys, helping to prevent future criminal operations.
And we’ve had even bigger successes in disrupting operations by shutting
down illicit currency exchanges.
Bottom line: We believe in using every tool we’ve got to impose risk and
consequences and to remove bad guys from cyberspace.That includes
leveraging every partnership we have.
FBI’s Role and the Virtuous Cycle
So how do we make all that happen. How do we make sure the best athlete
has the proverbial ball at the right time and that we’re all making each
other stronger?
There's a symmetry to the way we identify threats and the way we deal with
them.
At the FBI, as both a law enforcement and intelligence service, we're
pulling in information about hostile cyber activity from a wide range of
sources, from on one end of the spectrum, providers, incident response
firms, victims, and others in the private sector, and from our partnerships
with CISA, Treasury, and other SRMAs.
From our FISA collection, human sources, our fellow USIC agencies'
signals and human collection, and from intelligence and law enforcement
partners around the world, many of whom have overseas FBI cyber agents
working alongside them daily.
Then, we analyze what the adversaries are trying to do, and how. We take,
for example, information shared by one victim we know they hit and work
back to find others either already being hit or about to be.
We dissect their malware to see what it's capable of and compare what we
see in the field to what we know about their strategic intent.
Then—the other side of that symmetry I mentioned—we quickly push the
information we've developed to wherever it can do the most good, whether
that means employing our tools or arming partners to use theirs, or both.
Often that means racing information to victims or potential victims.
We've developed the ability to get a technically trained agent out to just
about any company in America in an hour, and we use it a lot.
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Almost every week, we’re rushing cyber agents out to help companies
figure out what they’ve got on their systems, how to disrupt it, how to
interrupt it, how to mitigate, and how to prevent this from becoming
something much worse.
Other times, we work jointly with CISA, and often NSA, to disseminate the
information even more broadly, if more companies and public entities can
make use of it.
For example, in the last couple of months you've seen us publish indicators
of compromise for Russian cyber operations targeting U.S. critical
infrastructure, helping companies prepare defenses and enabling threat
hunting.
And not long ago, you saw us and NSA push out details on malware the
GRU was using to help companies defend against it.
But we're also pushing what we learn to government partners in order to
enable joint, sequenced operations that disrupt the harm at its source, at
the same time we’re helping companies mitigate on their own networks.
We push targeting information about hostile infrastructure abroad either
to foreign law enforcement, to seize or shut down; or to government
partners here with a mandate to conduct offensive operations overseas; or
to Treasury or Commerce, for sanctions.
And so on.
But it’s important to keep in mind that we aren’t playing a one-move game.
What we need to do is kick off a virtuous cycle that feeds on itself.
We use the information one company might give us to develop information
about who the adversary is, what they're doing, where, why, and how,
taking pains to protect that company’s identity just as we do our other
sources.
Then, when we pass what we develop to partners here and abroad—our
fellow U.S. and foreign intel services, foreign law enforcement, CISA and
sector risk management agencies, providers like Microsoft.
Crucially, those partners can then in turn leverage what we've given to
provide us with more information.
Enhancing our Global Investigations
Helping us discover more malicious infrastructure we can target ourselves,
or alert private sector partners to more opportunities to arrest or otherwise
disrupt the adversaries, which leads us to more useful information to pass
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back to that first company, to better remediate and protect itself, maybe
find more technical info it can share back to us and to our partners, to take
further steps. And so on.
It's why we're deployed all over this country and in nearly 80 countries
around the world.
What these partnerships let us do is hit our adversaries at every point—
from the victims' networks, back all the way to the hackers' own computers.
Of course, for this virtuous cycle of information to work, we rely on
companies to work with us the way WatchGuard and Boston Children’s
Hospital did.
So, for companies that conduct any work on the internet, I would
encourage you to have an incident response plan and to include contacting
your local FBI field office as part of that plan. It’s immensely helpful for
any business to have an existing relationship with their local office before
an attack occurs.
In fact, that’s one of the reasons we were able to help Boston Children’s
Hospital so quickly.
The FBI Boston Field Office had worked with Children’s on a series of
attacks in 2014—those stemming from a misguided online protest. We
worked closely with Children’s all the way through our investigation, which
led to a conviction and sentencing of the hacker in 2019.
So, Children’s and our Boston office already knew each other well before
the attack from Iran, and that made a difference.
So, I’d encourage everyone to give us a call and talk with your local FBI
cyber team.
But whether you take that proactive step or not, if you suspect a cyber
intrusion, please report the compromise by contacting your local field
office immediately—the more quickly we get involved, the more we can do
to help.
Conclusion
Thank you all for being here and for inviting me to speak.
Our goal at the FBI is to make sure Americans and our partners and
families overseas can use cyberspace safely and securely. To do that, we
rely on help from everyone in this room—whether you’re a government
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partner, a service provider, or an online content writer. And I want you to
know you can rely on us to help you.
Thank you for your trust and for your ideas on how to do this better.
I’m looking forward to helping the Bureau work with each of you.
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Indian business - past, present and future
Shaktikanta Das, Governor of the Reserve Bank of India, at the Iconic
Week of Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav Celebrations organised by the Central
Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs, Mumbai

Introduction
It is a great pleasure to address such an august gathering in this event
organised by the Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs (CBIC),
Department of Revenue, Government of India as part of the Iconic week of
Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav celebrations.
The topic I have chosen for my address today, namely, "Indian Businesses:
Past, Present and Future" will resonate with the audience here. Businesses
form the bedrock of an economy and on an occasion like this, it would be
worthwhile to look at how Indian businesses have evolved over the years.
The current context of transformative changes that are altering the
business landscape in India and across the world is yet another reason for
choosing this theme.
2. I have structured my talk in the following order. I shall start by
recounting the historical evolution of Indian businesses to draw lessons for
the future. I will then turn to the current scenario where I propose to
highlight the tremendous opportunities that are available today for Indian
businesses and the challenges that they would have to contend with.
I also propose to highlight aspects of corporate governance and related
issues that are indispensable for a sustained performance by any entity or
business.
3. Historically, businesses have been the creators of wealth by bringing
innovation in production and trading activities which facilitated higher
productivity and better standard of living of the people. Apart from
creating growth and employment opportunities, thriving businesses
generate vital resources through tax payments for the government to
undertake welfare measures.
Thus, both from growth and welfare standpoints, businesses play a crucial
role in overall economic development. In the words of Nobel Laureate in
literature T. S. Eliot, "Only those who will risk going too far can possibly
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find out how far one can go." The underlying theme of business is to
explore opportunities and capitalise on them.
4. In India, business and entrepreneurship have always had a special place
in our society. The history of Indian business is a fascinating story and one
that is closely intertwined with the political and economic history of our
country. Traditionally, Indian businesses were rooted in local knowledge
and resources that were greatly admired all over the world.
During the colonial period, however, many of our businesses were faced
with existential challenges. Showing resilience and capacity to innovate
and improvise, Indian business has over the years not only survived but is
now well-positioned to take India's growth story forward. Indeed, this
could just be the moment of India's arrival as a global growth driver.
A Peep into History
5. The history of Indian business is fairly long. India was a key hub of
scientific innovation from its very early history which lent India a pole
position in several areas like medicines, mathematics, astronomy and
metallurgy.
During the medieval period, India was a prominent economy having trade
relations with the rest of the world. India was central to the Silk Route and
the Cotton Road. India's indigenous craftmanship was world renowned.
6. In 1700 AD, India's share in world GDP was 24.4 per cent, ahead of
China's share at 22.3 per cent (Maddison, 2001). Even so, large scale
domestic business was restricted by the fragmented nature of political
landscape coupled with infrastructural bottlenecks.
While trading and money lending were the hallmark of business,
manufacturing, which was primarily small scale was largely left to artisans.
In short, trade was the face of Indian business alongside a flourishing
banking and exchange business offered by merchants.
Colonial Period
7. The advent of imperial powers and the discovery of new trading routes
completely changed the face of Indian business during the colonial period.
The onset of the industrial revolution in the late 18th century had
catapulted England into a position of leading industrial power. British
tariff policy encouraged exports of raw materials to the detriment of India's
domestic industrial development and local enterprise.
A Reserve Bank of India Survey in 1948 estimated that of all foreign capital
invested in India, only 28 per cent was in the manufacturing industry,
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whereas 37 per cent was invested in merchandising and transport, and 20
per cent in tea, coffee, and rubber plantation. Clearly , the thrust was to
promote British interests.
8. Despite adverse circumstances, Indian business managed to hold its own
amidst the nationalistic fervour of the times. With British industrial power
on a decline due to war preoccupations, several Indian industries such as
textiles, jute, iron and steel, paper and cement consolidated their position.
Considering the stagnation in the previous decades, the post-World War I
spurt in industrial activity was significant. Notably, Indian businessmen
also remained alive to the socio-political atmosphere of the time by
pursuing and propagating the nationalistic agenda.
Aftermath of Independence
9. The initial decades after independence brought in changes to the Indian
business environment with economic policy focussed towards capitalintensive production structure. Indian businesses were unshackled from
the confines and constraints that reduced them to be just raw material
producers.
10. In the subsequent period, shocks such as wars (1962, 1965 and 1971),
droughts (1965-66) and the OPEC oil crisis (1973) revealed the underlying
vulnerabilities of the Indian economy.
In hindsight, excessive regulations stifled entrepreneurial growth and led
to inefficiencies that reflected in macroeconomic imbalances of the period.
As a result, a new vision of political economy driven by markets and private
enterprise started to evolve steadily.
Reforms and After
11. In the 1980s, the Open General License (OGL) list for imports was
expanded, industrial controls were somewhat eased, limited external
borrowings were allowed, and an early version of indirect tax reforms
began. The external payments crisis, as we entered the 1990s, culminated
in the path-breaking economic reforms of 1991.
12. The economic reforms of 1990s were wide-ranging and were essentially
based on the trinity of liberalisation, privatisation and globalisation. They
entailed deregulation; the end of the licence-permit raj; increased outward
orientation; and willingness to let market forces play their role.
The financial system and the external sector also underwent fundamental
reforms relating to strengthening of prudential norms and the supervisory
system; operational flexibility of the banking sector; taxes and tariffs;
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exchange rate; and capital flows. The reforms aimed to bring competition
to promote efficient markets that deliver growth, create wealth and reduce
poverty.
13. In the years since the initiation of economic reforms, Indian business
has witnessed various transformational changes. In several sectors
spanning information technology, telecom, pharmaceuticals, automobiles,
hotels, textiles, engineering goods and entertainment, our businesses have
created global reputation. Indian business entities have shown a great deal
of flexibility in an environment of rapid technological changes.
This has led to a shortening of product lifecycles and innovation and
technology have become key sources of competitive strength. The country
now commands a diversified industrial base that has shown resilience in
the face of multiple challenges posed by shocks such as the Global
Financial Crisis, the recent COVID-19 pandemic and now the war in
Europe.
To read more: https://www.bis.org/review/r220610c.htm
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Disclaimer
The Association tries to enhance public access to information about risk
and compliance management.
Our goal is to keep this information timely and accurate. If errors are
brought to our attention, we will try to correct them.
This information:
is of a general nature only and is not intended to address the specific
circumstances of any particular individual or entity;
should not be relied on in the particular context of enforcement or
similar regulatory action;
-

is not necessarily comprehensive, complete, or up to date;

is sometimes linked to external sites over which the Association has
no control and for which the Association assumes no responsibility;
is not professional or legal advice (if you need specific advice, you
should always consult a suitably qualified professional);
-

is in no way constitutive of an interpretative document;

does not prejudge the position that the relevant authorities might
decide to take on the same matters if developments, including Court
rulings, were to lead it to revise some of the views expressed here;
does not prejudge the interpretation that the Courts might place on
the matters at issue.
Please note that it cannot be guaranteed that these information and
documents exactly reproduce officially adopted texts.
It is our goal to minimize disruption caused by technical errors. However,
some data or information may have been created or structured in files or
formats that are not error-free and we cannot guarantee that our service
will not be interrupted or otherwise affected by such problems.
The Association accepts no responsibility with regard to such problems
incurred as a result of using this site or any linked external sites.
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Sarbanes-Oxley Compliance Professionals Association (SOXCPA)
Welcome to the Sarbanes-Oxley Compliance Professionals Association
(SOXCPA), the largest Association of Sarbanes-Oxley professionals in the
world.
Join us. Stay current. Read our monthly newsletter with news, alerts,
challenges and opportunities. Get certified and provide independent
evidence that you are a Sarbanes-Oxley expert.
You can explore what we offer to our members:
1. Membership - Become a standard, premium or lifetime member.
You may visit: https://www.sarbanes-oxleyassociation.com/How_to_become_member.htm
2. Monthly Updates - Visit the Reading Room of the SOXCPA at:
https://www.sarbanes-oxley-association.com/Reading_Room.htm
3. Training and Certification - You may visit:
https://www.sarbanes-oxleyassociation.com/Distance_Learning_and_Certification.htm
https://www.sarbanes-oxleyassociation.com/CJSOXE_Distance_Learning_and_Certification.htm
For instructor-led training, you may contact us. We tailor all programs to
meet specific requirements.
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